Summary Statistics

Run ID: okapiv1
Task: filtering
Run type: automatic
Collection crawl dates: 11, 13, 14, 17, 19 Oct. 2011
Number of 200/301 tweets in crawl: 1131853
Collection crawl indexed: HTML
Follows realtime constraints? yes
Uses documents linked from tweets? no
Uses other external resources? no

Total number of documents over all topics
Retrieved: 1415
Relevant: 2316
Relevant retrieved: 247

Mean Set Precision: 0.3370
Mean Set Recall: 0.1024
Mean F(beta=0.5): 0.1916
Mean Scaled Utility: 0.3338

Difference from median Scaled Utility per topic
Difference from median F(beta=0.5) per topic
Difference from median Set Precision per topic